
 

“It’s almost like putting songs in a jukebox.”  - Cal Fussman 

OVERVIEW 
 “The Underground” holds an important place in the geography and 
imagination of the American South. In the 19th century, Harriet Tubman referred 
to herself as a “conductor” on the “Underground Railroad,” referencing the secret 
network of abolitionists and safe houses that assisted enslaved black Americans 
escaping to freedom. In the 2000’s, Mississippi-native Jason “Big K.R.I.T.” Scott 
imagined The Underground as the cultural and sonic embodiment of the South 
writ large. K.R.I.T.’s “Underground” was a place characterized by ‘lacs and gold 
grills, chrome rims and candy paint. It was a place that was secret and 
subversive, necessarily under the radar and at the margins. Importantly, for both 
Tubman and K.R.I.T., the Underground facilitated the collection, preservation, 
and sharing of stories. This course is the Underground, chiefly concerned with 
surveying the most widely used methodological approaches used by southern 
studies scholars so that we can, ourselves, collect and share stories of, from, and 
about the South. We will explore concepts such as “epistemology” and 
“reflexivity,” explore methodologies like ethnography and oral history, and 
critique classical and contemporary southern studies scholarship. Ultimately, this 
course will position you as a methods practitioner, asking you to conceive of, 
plan, and carry out an original storytelling project centered on a person, object, 
or event that embodies the history and spirit of the South.  
OBJECTIVES 
The primary aim of this course is to teach you how southern studies scholars 
carry out their work. If you stay current on course material and are engaged 
with class assignments, you will complete this course with (1) a representative 
understanding of the methods used by southern studies scholars in their work; 
(2) a working toolkit for carrying out your own research program; and (3) a 
better technical grasp of effective written, verbal, and visual communication. 
Beyond these, please note the College of Liberal Art’s general curricular goals. 

BOOKS AND READING MATERIAL 
I will provide access to all required readings via the class’s Blackboard webpage. 
Most weeks, I will ask that you read excerpts of larger works, typically books. 
Although I will provide access to these excerpts, you may find it useful to buy or 
rent some of the books in their entirety. Do so at your own volition. 
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COURSE FORMAT 
This course is part survey, part workshop. First, we will survey a variety of 
methodological techniques associated with southern studies research; and 
critique examples of these methods “in action.” Second, as we move through the 
course, we will workshop your respective storytelling projects. You will be 
expected to settle on a subject relatively early in the course and be engaged in 
data collection, analysis, and writing for the duration of the semester.  
You are expected to stay current on all required readings and come to class 
prepared to engage ideas with your peers, raise intellectually challenging 
questions, and respond to my prompts thoughtfully. Attendance is vital. You are 
allowed a maximum of one (1) total non-university-related absence.  
CLASSROOM EXPECTATIONS 
Be respectful. Difference—whether by race, sex, gender, class background, or 
opinion—does not negate the duty and dignity of respect. 
Be plugged in. The class is small. You will have to talk. Laptops and other 
electronic devices are welcomed. 
Be on time. Class will start at 1:00 P.M. and end no later than 3:30 P.M.  
DISABILITY ACCOMODATIONS 
The University of Mississippi is committed to creating inclusive learning 
environments for all students. If there are aspects of the instruction or design of 
this course that result in barriers either to your full inclusion and participation 
or to the accurate assessment of your achievement, please let me know either in 
person or via email, and I will make appropriate accommodations. 
CONTACT 
Email (bofoster@olemiss.edu) is the most effective way to communicate with me 
outside of class. I typically check and respond to emails on Wednesday and 
Friday mornings. You may also schedule an office-hours appointment.  
CLASS AND UNIVERSITY HONOR CODE 
The University Honor Code applies to all course-related work. Please review all 
provisions outlined in the Honor Code and MBook. This course has a zero-
tolerance policy for cases of academic misconduct, defined as “any effort to gain 
an advantage not given to all students” (e.g., plagiarism, misrepresenting your 
work). Violations of the academic conduct policy will result in an automatic 
failing grade on the assignment (see MBook for more). 

ASSIGNMENTS AND GRADES 
Weekly Class Contributions (20%) 

“Da Art of Storytellin’” Mini-Memoir (10%) 
Project Pitch (10%)  

Interview Guide (5%) 
Methods Reflection (20%) 

Data Packet (10%) 
“From the Underground” Final Project/Presentation (25%) 
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Weekly Class Contributions (20%) 
Twenty percent of your course grade is based on your attendance, contributions 
during class discussion, and grades on in-class activities and reading “pop tests.” 
It is your responsibility to ensure that you are making regular, thoughtful 
contributions each class meeting and staying current on the readings. 
“Da Art of Storytellin’” Mini-Memoir (10%) 
Ten percent of your course grade is based on the completion and quality of a 
memoir essay. The essay should focus on a person, story, or object from your life; 
be about 750 words in length; and is due by 11:59 P.M. on Sunday, Feb. 11, 2018. 
Project Pitch (10%) 
Ten percent of your course grade is based on the completion and quality of a 
project pitch. The pitch should identify the subject of your final project, outline 
the expected methods used, and, importantly, propose a potential angle and 
medium for the story that you wish to tell. The project pitch should be around 
400 words in length and is due by 11:59 P.M. on Sunday, Feb. 25, 2018. 

Interview Guide (5%) 
Five percent of your course grade is based on the completion of a 15-question 
interview guide, which you will later use during fieldwork. We will discuss the 
“best practices” for structuring and ordering questions during the first quarter of 
the class. This assignment is due by 11:59 P.M. on Sunday, Mar. 11, 2018. 

Methods Reflection (20%) 
Twenty percent of your grade is based on the completion and quality of a 
methods critique. This assignment asks you to review a classical or 
contemporary piece of southern studies scholarship. The reflection should be 
around 750 words in length and is due by 11:59 P.M. on Sunday, Mar. 25, 2018. 
Data Packet (10%) 
Ten percent of your course grade is based on your submission of a “data packet,” 
which should include a sample field note, descriptive or analytic memo, and 
interview transcript (We will review what each of these items should include 
during the first quarter of the semester). All items are due by 11:59 P.M. on 
Sunday, Apr. 8, 2018. 

“From the Underground” Final Project & Presentation (25%) 
Twenty-five percent of your course grade is based on the completion and quality 
of a final project (accompanied by a TED-Style presentation). While you have a 
great deal of say-so over what your subject will be and which methods you will 
use, I am recommending one of the following models for your mode of 
storytelling: research paper, podcast, narrative anthology, oral history collection, 
or creative exhibition (photos, poetry, etc.). I will provide additional details on 
these storytelling mediums in class and via a Blackboard handout. Presentations 
will be at the class’s normal meeting time on Wednesday, May 2, 2018. The 
complete assignment is due by 11:59 P.M. on Friday, May 4, 2018. 
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COURSE SCHEDULE 
The syllabus, and the below course schedule, is subject to change based on the 
needs and pacing of the class. Any such changes will be announced in class, and 
an updated syllabus will be posted to Blackboard. Students will be held 
responsible for all changes. Stars designate due dates. 

1 | “LIVE FROM THE UNDERGROUND.” ———————————————————— 
Wednesday (1/24) / What is Southern Studies? 
• Romine, Scott and Jennifer Rae Greeson. 2016. “Keywords for Southern 

Studies: An Introduction.” Via Southern Spaces. 
• Recommended (Read): John Shelton. 2014. “The Three Souths.” Pp. 11-21 in Minding the South 

• Recommended (Read): Case: Edge, John T. 2017. “Potlikker: An Introduction.” Pp. 1-11 in The 
Potlikker Papers: A Food History of the Modern South. 

2 | “MINDY, BODY, AND SOUL CONNECTED…” ———————————————— 
Wednesday (1/31) / Epistemology, Methodology, Methods 
• Carter, Stacy M. And Miles Little. 2007. “Justifying Knowledge, Justifying 

Method, Taking Action: Epistemologies, Methodologies, and Methods in 
Qualitative Research.” in Qualitative Health Research. 

• Leech, Nancy and Anthony Onwuegbuzie. 2007. “An Array of Qualitative Data Analysis 
Tools - A Call for Data Analysis Triangulation.” in School Psychology Quarterly. 

3 | “READ MY LETTER TO THE OLD FOLKS…” ———————————————- 
Wednesday (2/7) / What is storytelling? 
• Polletta et al. 2011. “The Sociology of Storytelling.” in Ann. Review of Sociology. 
• Case: Laymon, Kiese. 2015. “Da Art of Storytellin’ (A Prequel).” via Oxford Am. 
• Recommended (Explore):  Knowles, Lyndsay. 2017. “Five Forms of Storytelling.” via Writing Coop. 
• Recommended (Explore): Flattum, Jerry. 2013. “What is story?: Types of Stories, Plot...” via Script. 

DUE DATE | “Da Art of Storytellin’” Mini-Memoir (11:59 P.M., 2/11) 
4 | “IF YOU HEAR THE DOGS, KEEP GOING.” ————————————————— 
Wednesday (2/14) / Preparing for Fieldwork 

• Guion, Lisa et al. 2016. “Conducting an In-Depth Interview.” via Univ. of Florida. 
• Kawulich, Barbara. 2005. “Participant Observation as a Data Collection 

Method.” via Forum: QSR. 
• Case: Ribas, Vanessa. 2016. “Preface.” Pp. xi-xxi in On The Line: 

Slaughterhouse Lives and the Making of the New South.  
• Recommended (Read): Becker, Howard and Blanche Geer. 1957. “Participant Observation and 

Interviewing: A Comparison.” in Human Organization. 

5 | “I LOOKED AT MY HANDS TO SEE IF I WAS THE SAME PERSON.” ——— 
Wednesday (2/21) / No Class 
 

DUE DATE | Project Pitch (11:59 P.M., 2/25) 
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6 | “I LOOKED AT MY HANDS TO SEE IF I WAS THE SAME PERSON.” ——— 
Wednesday (2/28) / Auto-Ethnography and Memoir 
• Ellis, Carolyn et al. 2011. “Autoethnography: An Overview.” via Forum: QSR. 
• Case: Hurston, Zora Neale. 1942. “Wandering.” Pp. 84-96 in Dust Tracks on a 

Road: An Autobiography. 

7 | “I WAS A STRANGER IN A STRANGE LAND.” ——————————————— 
Wednesday (3/7) / Ethnography and Grounded Theory 
• Charmaz, Kathy. 2008. “Grounded Theory as an Emergent Method.” in 

Handbook of Emergent Methods. 
• Case: Robinson, Zandria F. 2014. “Not Stud’n ‘Em White Folks.” Pp. 92-120 in 

This Ain’t Chicago: Race, Class, and Region in the Post-Soul South. 

DUE DATE | Interview Guide (11:59 P.M., 3/11) 
8 | “LORD, LET US PARTY TONIGHT.” ————————————————————— 
Wednesday (3/14) / No Class (UM Spring Break) 

9 | “AIN’T NO CLONIN’ MINE.” —————————————————————————- 
Wednesday (3/21) / The Extended Case (Study) Method 
• Burawoy, Michael. 1998. “The Extended Case Method.” in Sociological Theory. 
• Case: Hamlin, Françoise. 2014. “Preface” and “Introduction.” Pp. xi-xvii and 1-7 

in Crossroads at Clarksdale: The Black Freedom Struggle in the Mississippi 
Delta After World War II.  

• Recommended (Reference): Baxter, Pamela and Susan Jack. 2008. “Qualitative Case Study 
Methodology - Study Design and Implementation for Novice Researchers.” in The Qual. Report. 

DUE DATE | Methods Reflection (11:59 P.M., 3/25) 
10 | “IN MY TIME MACHINE…TAKE ME WAY BACK.” ———————————— 
Wednesday (3/28) / No Class*  
*You should be engaged in fieldwork related to your storytelling project. 

11 | “TRY AND DECODE ALL THE SECRETS.” ————————————————— 
Wednesday (4/4) / No Class*  
*You should be engaged in fieldwork related to your storytelling project. 
DUE DATE | Data Packet (11:59 P.M., 4/8) 
12 | “THEY ALL REALLY SAY THE SAME THING.” —————————————— 
Wednesday (4/11) / Narrative, Oral History, and Historical/Archival 
Approaches 
• Riessman, Catherine Kohler. 2005. “Narrative Analysis.” in Narrative, Memory, 

and Everyday Life. 
• Portelli, Alessandro. 2005. “Oral History - A Collaborative Method of 

Autobiography Interview.” in The Practice of Qualitative Research.  
• Recommended (Read): Franzosi, Roberto. 1998. “Narrative Analysis - Or Why (and How) 

Sociologists Should be Interested in Narrative.” in Ann. Rev. of Sociology. 
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13 | “SUPERY FLY, DIRTY-DIRTY…” ——————————————————————- 
Wednesday (4/18) / No Class (Students schedule 1-on-1 meetings with Brian) 

14 | "IF I COULD NOT HAVE ONE, I WOULD HAVE THE OTHER.” —————— 
Wednesday (4/25) / Mixed and Alternative Methods Approaches 
• Small, Mario. 2011. “How to Conduct a Mixed Methods Study: Recent Trends in a 

Rapidly Growing Literature.” in The Annual Review of Sociology.  
• Case: Hunter, Marcus Anthony and Zandria Robinson. 2017. “Dust Tracks on 

the Chocolate Map.” Pp. 15-35 in Chocolate Cities: The Black Map of American 
Life.  
• Recommended (Explore): University of Southern California. "What are the Humanities?" 
• Recommended (Explore): University of Southern California. "What are the Digital Humanities?" 

15 | “DYNAMIC, PANORAMIC…YOU SEEN MINE.” ——————————————- 
Wednesday (5/2) / Class Presentations 

DUE DATE | “From The Underground’” Final Project (11:59 P.M., 5/4) 

16 | “I GOTTA GET AWAY…” ———————————————————————————- 
Wednesday (5/9) / Finals Week 
This class does not have a final exam. You do not have to attend class this week. 
Have a great summer! 
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